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SECURITY SOLUTIONS 
 

NovaVision specializes in hologram labels, tamper evident tape, security labels, mechanical security seals, 
security bags, as well other tamper evident security devices.   

 Holograms 
 

NovaVision offers hologram labels for a variety of security applications to protect your 
products, event tickets, ID badges, etc. 

Our security holograms combine stock and custom hologram images, tamper evident 
materials, consecutive serial numbers, barcodes, special inks and other materials to 
produce a product which meets your security and budget requirements. 

 
Additionally, NovaVision offers promotional holographic labels, stickers, and paper for 
your packaging, promotions, displays, advertising and direct mail campaigns. 
 

 

 Security Tape 
 

Security tape provides an anti-tamper seal for shipping cartons, pallets, letters, bags and 
many other containers. After applying the security tape, removal will cause the tape to 
self-destruct, leaving words (OPENED, VOID, etc) on both the affixed surface and in the 
security tape. Some tapes may indicate tampering by showing mis-alignment or a broken 
seal. The tamper-evident feature varies for each product. 

 
 

 Security Labels 
 

Tamper evident labels are often used to detect tampering of containers and access 
points.  

When removed, the tamper evident seal will self-destruct to indicate that the seal has 
been broken. Our security labels feature superior tamper evident performance, which is 
designed to function within one minute of application on the recommended surfaces.  

We have a variety of residue and non-residue security labels to fit your security 
applications.  
 

 Cargo Seals 
 

Cargo security seals are used to secure a variety of containers. Typical applications 
include truck doors, trailer doors, railcar doors, cargo containers, totes, valves, coin bags, 
inner drum bags, storage bags, and any container with a hasp or loops. 

All of our mechanical security seals include pre-assigned unique serial numbers. Some 
seals include matching bar codes. We offer barrier seals, bolt seals, cable seals, plastic 
adjustable bands, and more. 
 

 Security Bags 
 

Security bags and security envelopes are used to secure documents, personal effects, 
cash, or other valuables. After inserting the contents, the security bag/envelope is sealed. 
After sealing, if the closure is opened, it will show some form of tamper evidence.  
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